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Board of Regents 
Career Service Essential Functions Review 

 
Job Title: State Integration Specialist 
Working Title: Information Technology Consultant 
Department: 1COMP1-Computing Services  

Position No.: RE9945 
FLSA Status: Overtime Exempt 
Pay Grade: 18S  

 
Job Purpose:  The fundamental purpose of this position is to work on all phases of information systems 

development, including problem definition, may serve in a leadership role of peers and 
subordinates on development teams, may act as a mentor to other members of the 
programmer/analyst classification group, and maintain and support time-sensitive systems 
with wide impact and visibility. At this level, the incumbent has frequent contact with clients 
on system design and is fully knowledgeable of the client's business and information flows, 
as well as the tools and technologies needed to meet client information requirements.  

 

 

Essential 
or 
Secondary  

% 
of 

Time 

Job Function 

    1. Essential Job 
Function  

20  HRFIS Finance Version Upgrade Support 
 
Tracks and reapplies Banner Finance related SD Customizations and other 
Customized Banner/SNAP Processes/Forms or other Third Party Products 
(i.e. Evisions Intellecheck/FormFusion, Runner Technologies CLEAN 
Address software, etc.) affected by Banner Upgrade, if any. 
 
Researches and makes necessary corrections for any SD Oracle Tables 
affected during upgrades 
 
Researches and utilizes Banner General tools, if any, to support 
conversion of local modifications during special upgrades when tools are 
required to be used. 
 
Downloads and reviews Finance Upgrade Release Notes, Object Affected 
Lists, User Guides, and Documentation. Sends to and works with Finance 
Module Lead for changes affecting SD. 
 
Assists with or updates Finance Master User Acceptance Test (UAT) Plans 
for planned Banner Upgrades and coordinates/works with Finance Module 
Lead/Finance Group to identify testing needs and follows up to ensure 
successful UAT. 
 
Completion of internal testing after upgrades and correction of problems 
encountered, that are the responsibility of the Finance Application Staff. 
 
Tracks and corrects Finance system related problems that occur and are 
found during UAT. Works with responsible parties for re-testing and 
ensures necessary modifications make it to production. 
 
Researches, installs and notifies users of Finance "critical" patches and 
other vendor (i.e. Evisions and Runner Technologies) patches affected by 
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upgrades or that are needed to resolve issues. Works with the Banner 
System vendor or other vendors to receive patches related to release 
upgrades/problems and installs those patches.  
 
Researches Runner Technologies' available versions (for Banner Forms 
with RT "hooks" in them) on their web-site with regards to the planned 
Banner Upgrade, and downloads and re-installs updated versions.  
 
Researches Evisions available versions and submits Evision Support Desk 
tickets to request Evision re-delivery of affected Finance related Evision 
object(s) with regards to the planned Banner Upgrade, as needed. 
 

2. Essential Job 
Function  

75  HRFIS Finance Support and Interface Support 
Designs, develops and implements information systems and 
enhancements to the HRFIS and all of its' dependent systems to meet 
user needs and to not adversely affect the system. Researches and 
implements new or changing technologies. Utilizes and updates 
projects/tasks items and statuses on TrackerSuite Project Management 
software. Keeps the Finance module lead, Finance users, and other 
management informed on projects/tasks status and works with them to 
determine priorities for competing projects.  
 
Prepares and reviews program/file specifications, record layouts, and 
conversion plans, performs complete information system tests, and 
identifies and corrects system problems. Responsible for ensuring all 
necessary backups are in place for production changes. Creates 
documentation for all work and programming completed.  
 
Serves in a client relationship role to provide BOR consulting services and 
facilitates effective responses to requests. 
 
Works with Finance, Purchasing, Fixed Asset and Grants areas for the 
subject matter expertise. Translates the need of the subject matter 
experts to technology programming. Identifies, defines and recommends 
analysis and development projects/tasks based on identified needs and 
objectives of the Board office/institutions. Expedites resolution of 
problems/complaints. Works with the HRFIS vendor when assistance, 
escalated support, or requests for product enhancements are needed.  
 
Support Items: 
 
Corrects Finance processing issues and ensures Shared AP Check Cycle 
processing, Student Refund processing, postings and Finance interface file 
transmission success. Responsible for inbound and outbound Finance 
related interface processes/files. Generates and sends state or federal 
required data files and ensures completion of required forms, etc. 
 
Assists with Finance special processing.  
 
Assists in Finance Report development to meet Legislative report needs. 
 
Monitors for any "critical" Finance module patch/updates causing Finance 



users issues, CFDA Code patches, and other vendor patches and applies 
any needed patches. 
 
Creates SNAP ids, Banner and Workflow accounts/security roles.  
 
Sets up SDBOR Custom Processes in Job Submission where appropriate 
 
Creates and maintains finance related CRON jobs/processes utilizing 
Oracle Scheduler. 
 
Archives Finance files utilizing Tivoli Storage Manager (TSM).  
 
Creates and retrieves files via ftp or Unix server. Works with vendors on 
modifications and new interfaces. 
 
Researches and requirement gathering for creating and updating Banner 
Workflows for finance. Creates and modifies workflow design and modifies 
Banner as applicable to communicate with workflow. Documents the 
workflow process and projects.  
 
Researches and gathers requirements for modifications to SDEZBuy 
integration (LDI for E~procurement). Works with Banner and LDI for 
E~proc XML/messaging set up or re-starts the LDI for E~proc messaging 
queues as needed.  
 
E~Print definitions and copies to all required repositories. RISSHL when 
needed and promotes to HRFIS. Assists with/coordinates ePrint upgrades 
with Vendor. 
 
Support of Evision's Intellecheck software for printing Accounts Payable 
check and student refunds. Works with vendor and establishes tickets for 
resolution to problems.  
 
Support of Runner Technologies CLEAN Address software and its' set up 
for real-time and Yearly Address/Zip+4 validation. Submission of Runner 
Technologies' Support Desk tickets based on SD needs if RT does not 
provide Address checking in certain objects. 
 
Support of Xtender Imaging for finance, support for Campus Alert 
interface. 
 
Use of HRFIS Vendor Support Site/Commons area, and ListServe 
research/participation as needed. 
 
Support of Finance related Banner Operational Data Store (ODS) and 
Finance Object:Access View usage.  Modifications to End User Layer as 
necessary. 
 

3.  5  Other Duties 
Attend training, seminars and workshops as deemed necessary. Perform 
all duties in compliance with safety standards established by the South 
Dakota Board of Regents. 

    



 
To perform this job successfully, an individual must be able to perform each essential duty satisfactorily. 
The requirements listed above are representative of the knowledge, skill, and/or ability required. 
Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential 
functions. 
 

Other Responsibilities and Requirements 

Knowledge, Skills, and 
Abilities 

Knowledge of: Business processes and data that are shared across an agency; 
tools and technologies available to meet information system requirements; data 
administration policies and standards; existing information systems integration 
and operational characteristics.  
 
Ability to: Communicate effectively with diverse groups of functional users and 
explain technology in understandable terms; understand the overall impact of 
system design on the client's data management goals; provide effective project 
management; apply advanced principles, theories and concepts; contribute to the 
development of statewide technological principles and concepts; build consensus 
among internal and external team members.  
 
Ability to: Communicate effectively with clients in their terms and translate this 
information into systems terms; generate information systems solutions for 
clients; and provide project leadership and mentoring.  
 
Ability to: Provide SunGard Banner administration/maintenance and apply 
patches/minor upgrades, SQL/PL-SQL in a UNIX environment, Pro C, Oracle 
Forms, programming in an Oracle Database environment, and reporting tools e.g. 
Oracle Discoverer and Oracle Reports. Banner Application to be upgraded to 
complete rewrite of the product front-end to new technology called Groovy using 
a Grails Framework. The core, "back-end" components, will still be an Oracle 
database with similar table structure. Therefore, future software development of 
Banner Application utilizing Groovy and Grails toolsets and JAVA.  

Physical and Mental 
Effort Requirements 

Physical 
Stand Occasionally 
Walk Occasionally 
Sit Continuously 
Bend  NA 
Crouch/Squat  NA 
Kneel/Crawl  NA 
Climb  NA 
Reach above shoulder level  NA 
Use keyboard/mouse  Continuously 
Hand Activities: Fine dexterity Continuously 
Hand Activities: Hand twisting  Occasionally 
Hand Activities: Simple grasping  Occasionally 
Hand Activities: Power grasping  NA 
Lifting Activities: Light lifting (<20 lbs)  Occasionally 
Lifting Activities: Moderate lifting (20-50 lbs)  NA 
Lifting Activities: Heavy lifting (>50 lbs)  NA 



Push/Pull Activities: Light pushing/pulling 
(<20 lbs of force)  Occasionally 

Push/Pull Activities: Moderate pushing/pulling  
(20-50 lbs of force)  NA 

Push/Pull Activities: Heavy pushing/pulling 
(>50 lbs of force)  NA 

Other Activity:  No Response 
Mental Requirements 

Read/Comprehend  Frequently 
Write  Frequently 
Perform Calculations  Frequently 
Communicate Verbally Continuously 
Reason and Analyze  Frequently 
Other Activity:  No Response 

 

  Environmental 
Requirements 

Is exposed to high noise level  NA 
Is around moving machinery  NA 
Is exposed to marked changes in temperature 
and/or humidity  NA 

Is exposed to dust  NA 
Is exposed to fumes  NA 
Is exposed to gases  NA 
Is exposed to microwave  NA 
Drives motorized equipment  NA 
Works in confined quarters NA 
Other:  No Response 

 

 
Note: This listing of essential functions in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the 
employee occupying this position. The incumbent is expected to perform other duties necessary for the effective 
operation of the department.  

Comments: Normal hours are 8am-5pm M-F with schedule adjustment for special projects or deadlines.  

This positions requires the following travel or weekend requirements: No Requirement 

Licensure requirements: No Requirement 
If other:  

Nothing in this job description restricts management's right to assign or reassign duties and responsibilities 
to this job at any time. 
 

 
The Board of Regents will take Affirmative Action to ensure that all employment practices are free of discrimination. In addition, the Board of Regents fully 

supports incorporation of non-discrimination and Affirmative Action rules and regulations into all of its employment practices.  

South Dakota Board of Regents is an equal employment opportunity employer. 

 
 


